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Dear Chief Justice González, Justices of the Washington Supreme Court,
President Sciuchetti, and Director Nevitt:
We are deeply concerned by the Washington State Bar Association’s plan
to partner with ExamSoft to remotely administer the February Bar
Examination using artificial intelligence (AI) monitoring and face
recognition technology, despite the barriers to equity posed by those tools,
as described in this letter. The Court’s December 3, 2020, Order1 approves
remote administration of the Bar exam in February 2021, and information
posted by WSBA2 indicates using ExamSoft will be required. Moreover,
the diploma privilege option as an alternative to the Bar exam that the
Court approved, with broad legal community support, in June 2020, for
the July and September 2020 Bar exams3 does not appear to have been
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renewed, forcing Bar applicants to be subjected to ExamSoft’s problems
or to delay or withdraw their applications, with only limited
accommodations available. The ACLU of Washington, along with 15
organizations and 142 individuals, sent a letter4 to then Chief Justice
Stephens and WSBA, advocating for diploma privilege as an alternative to
the February 2021 bar exam. For the reasons stated below, we again
request that the Court allow the diploma privilege option for the February
2021 Bar exam.
Deploying AI and face recognition, which is what ExamSoft does, to
make decisions that have significant consequences for Washington Bar
applicants requires rigorous ethical, privacy, and civil rights standards5.
The Washington State Bar Association and ExamSoft cannot achieve this
by February 20216. Remote proctoring of the February Bar examination
using AI monitoring and face recognition technology presents significant
privacy, accessibility, and equity risks that warrant alternate pathways to
licensure, such as diploma privilege. This letter expands on the concerns
raised by Justice Gordon McCloud at the December 3, 2020 WSBA Board
of Governors-State Supreme Court meeting.7 Due to these concerns, we
urge the Court and the Bar to allow diploma privilege for the February Bar
as an alternative to the use of remote proctoring.
Serious questions have been raised about ExamSoft’s ability to ensure
equity, accessibility, and privacy.
On Thursday, December 3rd, the same day the WSBA announced its plan
to partner with ExamSoft to administer the February Bar Examination, a
group of federal lawmakers—composed of Sen. Richard Blumenthal, Sen.
Ron Wyden, Sen. Chris Van Hollen, Sen. Tina Smith, Sen. Elizabeth
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Warren, and Sen. Cory Booker—launched an inquiry into ExamSoft
regarding alarming issues of privacy, accessibility, and equity experienced
by students and professionals using the platform.8 Lawmakers highlighted
that “[s]tudents of color, and students wearing religious dress, like
headscarves, have reported issues with the software’s inability to
recognize their facial features, temporarily barring them from accessing
the software,”9 and that “students have reported egregious situations in
which monitoring features have flagged individuals with disabilities or
physical conditions, such as tic disorders or muscle reflexes, as
suspicious.”10 Lawmakers have requested that ExamSoft provide
information on the steps it has taken to protect the civil rights of students
and ensure that ExamSoft is not creating barriers for students’ futures.
For the reasons explained below, we share the lawmakers’ concerns about
the privacy, accessibility, and equity issues posed by ExamSoft. Race,
gender, disability, and other biases built into face recognition and AImonitoring algorithms like those used by ExamSoft make it highly likely
that marginalized groups will be disproportionately impacted by erroneous
identifications and characterizations during the exam, in addition to the
ongoing surveillance risks that stem from having their biometric
information enrolled in a face recognition database.
Face recognition technology disproportionately harms marginalized
communities.
We have serious equity concerns about both the use of AI-driven
monitoring and face recognition technology to administer the February
bar, as would occur with ExamSoft. The ACLU of Washington has long
advocated for algorithmic accountability and has opposed the use of face
surveillance systems because they reproduce systemic racism and
injustice. We emphasize that the use of surveillance tools will invariably
have disparate impacts on marginalized groups, whether or not the
technology operates accurately.
Face recognition technology is inherently biased, and in many cases, has
had life-or-death consequences. Use of racially biased face recognition has
implicated people in crimes they have not committed, as in the case of
Robert Julian-Borchak Williams, a Black man who was wrongly arrested
and jailed due to a false face recognition match11. Much research
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demonstrates that face recognition technology is less accurate for people
with darker skin12, women13, transgender and non-binary individuals14, the
elderly15, and children16.
The limitations of face recognition technology have already had real world
implications for bar applicants. In the lead up to ExamSoft’s
administration of the California Bar Examination, one examinee, who is
Arab-American, had to complete ExamSoft’s facial recognition process
over 75 times to no avail when completing practice versions of the exam.17
Another examinee, a Black woman, reported having to constantly shine a
bright light on her face for the entire two day exam period in order to
prevent her darker skin tone from generating problematic flags from the
AI monitoring tool.18 ExamSoft has not publicly responded to these
concerns, and has made no public attempt to fix the software issues that
disparately impact people of color. This warrants allowing the diploma
privilege option for the February Bar exam.
Automated remote proctoring is highly problematic for students with
disabilities.19
Artificial intelligence-driven monitoring in the context of test proctoring,
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like that used by ExamSoft, often flags disabled students as anomalous or
suspicious based on “disability-specific movement, speech, and cognitive
processing.” Lydia X.Z. Brown of the Center for Democracy &
Technology (CDT) highlights that AI-driven monitoring will invariably
flag, for example: students with attention deficit disorder (ADD) who get
up and pace around the room; students with Tourette’s who have motor
tics; students with cerebral palsy who have involuntary spasms; autistic
students who flap or rock; students with dyslexia who read questions out
loud; blind students using screen-reader software that speaks aloud;
students with Crohn’s disease or irritable bowel syndrome who need to
leave to use the bathroom frequently; and blind or autistic students who
have atypical eye movements.
Critically, Brown underscores that “[b]ecause all of these movements and
responses are naturally occurring characteristics of many types of
disabilities, there is no way for algorithmic virtual proctoring software to
accommodate disabled students. The point is to identify and flag atypical
movement, behavior, or communication; disabled people are by definition
going to move, behave, and communicate in atypical ways.”
The WSBA’s proposed use of human review to respond to
identification problems is insufficient to protect the civil rights and
civil liberties of Washington State bar applicants.
Research on human review of algorithmic decision-making reveals that
people regularly defer to and rely on whatever an algorithm generates
rather than questioning the algorithm or using their own judgment.20
Indeed, in the infamous case of Robert Williams, a Black man falsely
arrested for larceny based on an erroneous facial recognition match,
human review was employed to no avail.21 This raises serious concerns
about WSBA’s stated plan during the December 3, 2020 meeting22 to
leverage “human review”23 as a central and singular safeguard against
algorithmic injustice for Washington Bar examinees.
Moreover, that additional human review of Washington bar examinees
may be based on protected characteristics in and of itself warrants
reconsideration of remote proctoring for the Washington Bar Examination
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and allowing a diploma privilege option. Because people in marginalized
groups are more likely to experience problems with ExamSoft, they are
more likely to need human review, resulting in heightened scrutiny and
subjection to potential human unconscious bias. This underscores the need
for alternative and more equitable pathways to licensures, such as diploma
privilege.
The use of AI-driven monitoring and face recognition technology, like
ExamSoft, to proctor the Bar Examination will exacerbate racial and
socioeconomic inequities in the legal profession.
This Court has called upon the members of Washington’s legal
community to “ask ourselves how we may work together to eradicate
racism.”24 Given all of the serious concerns outlined above, providing no
alternative to AI-driven monitoring and face recognition technology
conflicts with the Court’s statement and risks increasing barriers to entry
for our state’s legal profession. AI-driven monitoring and face recognition
technology reify racism25, ableism26, and transphobia27. These
technologies are under severe scrutiny from federal lawmakers28, privacy
and civil liberties advocates29, and students across the country.30
Washington State Bar applicants from vulnerable communities are keenly
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aware of this. The technology is fraught and threatens to undermine an
equitable administration of the state’s bar examination, but even if the
technology “works perfectly,” the stress and burden it places on already
marginalized bar applicants will undoubtedly harm our state’s system of
licensure.
Use of AI-driven monitoring and face recognition tools to proctor the Bar
Examination will disproportionately impact individuals who already face
challenges entering the legal profession. Test takers of color may be more
likely to experience technical difficulties during the examination if face
recognition algorithms are unable to verify their identity. Test takers with
disabilities may be flagged and wrongfully accused of cheating based on
an algorithm’s misreading of facial movements or mannerisms. For
undocumented bar applicants and applicants of color, the risks of having
their biometric data stored in a vendor’s database increases the possibility
of surveillance and criminalization that they are already unduly subjected
to.
Finally, we know that ExamSoft does not work accurately or properly, and
its inaccuracies will impact applicants inequitably. ExamSoft’s software
crashed during Michigan’s remote exam31, flagged one-third of
California’s 8,920 exam takers as potential cheaters32, and over forty-one
percent of test takers surveyed after New York’s remote bar exam
administered by ExamSoft reported experiencing technical difficulties
during the exam.33
Conclusion
The inequities inherent in remote administration of the Bar Exam using
ExamSoft are significant and concerning, justifying allowing the diploma
privilege option for the February Bar. For the foregoing reasons, we urge
the Court to allow alternate paths to licensure, such as diploma privilege.
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Sincerely,

Michele Storms
Executive Director
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Technology and Liberty Manager

